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The significance of listening to and concerning hilarious anecdote for the
sake of finding a hole to enter the highly developed mechanism of brain Ⅰ
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It is absolutely true that the experience of listening to a hilarious anecdote a rational
existent possesses in his/her life experience meaningfully gives you “a necessary hole” to
enter the highly developed mechanism of brain for the sake of searching some sort of
essential hint for your intellectual development.
Usually, stereotypical people unconsciously pay attention to listen to conventional and
orthodox experience from distinguished academic professionals in order to obtain some
valuable ideas and hints for their intellectual development very much. But, in reality, it
is impossible to get what is called “concrete and feasible ideas” from the conventional
and orthodox experience spoken by those who just tell you “as a matter of the surface of
the things” ordinary people naturally can listen to anywhere in this civilized world.
The best way to obtain realistic, beneficial and feasible ideas is that you ardently try to
find a hole to enter “the highly developed mechanism of brain” an intellectual who
really exists in front of you possesses.
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The uniqueness you find in such developed brain the intellectual possesses shall be
interpreted as the one which is the most fascinating experience for you.
Whether you find a hole to enter the mechanism of such brain or not is critically vital for
the sake of realization of cerebral development for your sake.
It is absolutely impossible to find any essence as your right direction, if you are just
orbiting the surface of such intellectual brain. Needless to say, to simply orbit the
surface of such brain doesn’t mean anything, anything at all. There is nothing you get
intellectually in doing it.
A hilarious anecdote is given to such a rational person who is really courageous to find
the narrow entrance for the very rationality of rationality he/she wishes to obtain now
and in the future.
Whether you comprehend the value of hilarious anecdote or not decisively destines the
potentiality in the future yourself. I really hope that you are intellectually successful in
the future in accordance with my rational instruction very much.
I hereby shall give you my guidance that you should not grovel before authority as one
of human beings who possesses what is called “human dignity” at all.
What you really need to do is that you try to do your best to find a hole to enter the
aforesaid mechanism of brain through listening to and concerning hilarious anecdote
ordinary people do not have in their intellectuality built.
Heterodox way of thinking engenders the future potentiality in finding a hole to enter
the highly developed mechanism of brain the intellectual possesses.
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systematically know that “heterodoxy extraordinarily surpasses orthodoxy.” The
experience of “learning by ear” in accordance with my instruction is very much fruitful
and rewarding for your cerebral sake now and in the future. Regrettably, a few
comprehend this matter.
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Quintessentially, heterodox learning way is “not heterodox” at all. It is “the ultimate
learning way” to reach the ultimate in human intellectuality.
I’d like you to free yourself from the stereotypes materially and noisily poisoned very
much. Those ones really hinder you from finding the hole to enter the aforementioned
mechanism of brain. Hence, I’d like you to know yourself (the reality you have) first at
any cost.
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